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At almost  850 pages,  and with over 140 en‐
tries,  Ingo  Haar  and  Michael  Fahlbusch's  hand‐
book is a useful guide to many of the völkisch con‐
cepts and organizations that permeated German
society during the Third Reich. Between 1933 and
1945,  a  powerful  movement  developed  in  Ger‐
many dedicated to studying a great variety of aca‐
demic subjects from a völkisch perspective. These
fields included linguistics, history, ethnology, folk‐
lore studies,  anthropology,  theology,  demograph‐
ics,  and  geography,  as  well  as  racial  studies
(Rassenkunde)  and  an  antisemitic  variation  of
"Jewish studies." As the work demonstrates, what
made such academic disciplines "völkisch" were
their proponents' attempts, whatever the field of
study, to use their discipline to demonstrate Ger‐
man cultural superiority, often with an emphasis
on its  alleged racial  basis,  and to  promote pan-
Germanism,  often  as  a  support  for  Nazi  expan‐
sionist objectives. 

The compendium contains entries  for  many
of the most prominent of these institutions, from
the  Alemannisches  Institut  to  the Wis‐

senschaftliches  Institut  der  Elsaß-Lothringer  im
Reich, dedicated to the study of Germanic culture
in the Rhineland and Alsace-Lorraine, respective‐
ly.  Moreover,  the work also describes important
media  for  the  distribution  of  völkisch thought,
such  as  the  journals  Volk  und  Reich and  Zeit‐
schrift  für  Geistes-  und  Glaubensgeschichte.  It
also discusses many of the leading figures associ‐
ated with these institutions and journals. Finally,
it contains entries for important concepts related
to Nazi-era völkische Wissenschaft,  such as Ost‐
forschung (the academic study of eastern Europe)
and  völkische  Religionswissenschaften ( völkisch
religious studies). 

Especially for anyone interested in the inter‐
nal  histories  of  the  foregoing  organizations  or
seeking information about their leaders, the book
is  a  first-rate  resource  with  which  to  begin.  Its
contributors  provide  much detail  on  the  origin,
organization, institutional changes, and demise of
these institutions, including the fates of the vari‐
ous entities and their leading personalities after
the war. Moreover, the work does a fine job of un‐



derscoring  the  network  of  connections  between
the various institutions and their leaders. For ex‐
ample, by examining the entry on the Institut für
deutsche Ostarbeit,  an "academic" institution es‐
tablished by Hans Frank, the Governor General of
Nazi-occupied Poland,  one quickly sees the con‐
nection between that institute and prominent aca‐
demics in the field of Ostforschung like Hermann
Aubin and Albert Brackmann, and other research
organizations,  such  as  the  Nord-  und  Ost‐
deutschen  Forschungsgemeinschaft--all  of  which
have  their  own  entries.  And,  in  the  process  of
showing the "network" that existed in the field of
völkische  Wissenschaft,  the  work  also  demon‐
strates  the  permeation  of  völkisch thought
throughout  German  society:  governmental,  aca‐
demic, and religious institutions were all  deeply
involved in the dissemination of such ideas dur‐
ing the Third Reich. 

In addition, the importance of racist ideas in
völkische Wissenschaft is highlighted throughout
the work. The various entries especially empha‐
size the National Socialists'  use of such ideas in
their  grand demographic  schemes to  reorganize
Europe on a "racial" basis. Thus the "resettlement"
work of  the SS's  Reichskommissar  für  die  Festi‐
gung  deutschen  Volkstums  (RKFDV)  and  similar
agencies  is  described  in  some  detail.  Moreover,
the  multitude  of  institutions  that  assisted  the
RKFDV and others in such work, both ideological‐
ly and in its actual implementation, are also de‐
scribed and fitted into the greater picture. It is in
the context of this continent-wide population re‐
structuring that the work describes the assistance
of such agencies, institutions, and individuals in
the perpetration of the Holocaust. 

Despite  these  important  strengths,  however,
the compendium is  a  disappointment in several
important regards. First, for some reason, it virtu‐
ally ignores the role of völkische Wissenschaft in
the implementation of  racist  policies  within Na‐
tional Socialist Germany itself. In addition to sup‐
porting  German  expansionism,  völkisch aca‐

demics and their organizations were also deeply
involved in both validating and administering the
thousands  of  racial  laws  implemented  in  Ger‐
many. These laws affected almost every member
of the German population in regard to the most
basic elements of life: marriage, work, the right to
reproduce, and ultimately, the right to continued
existence. Indeed, the primary rationalization for
the racial laws which permeated German life dur‐
ing the Nazi period was a "racial scientific" one:
the prevention of cultural damage through main‐
tenance  of  "racial  purity."  Yet,  this  fundamental
aspect of German society during the Third Reich
and the major role of völkisch ideas and institu‐
tions  in  the  promulgation  and  enforcement  of
such internal racial policy receive only the barest
mention in  this  hefty  volume.  For  example,  the
work provides only passing reference to the need
to prove racial acceptability that the regime im‐
posed on the entire German population, as well as
to the massive institutional apparatus that accom‐
panied this requirement. Little mention is made
of the various hereditary-health policies designed
to weed out allegedly "unhealthy" (even if "racial‐
ly acceptable") genetic elements in Nazi Germany.
In what sense, however, is the "biological sifting"
and redistribution of populations in annexed or
occupied territories, which receives detailed treat‐
ment  in  the  volume,  more  representative  of
völkische  Wissenschaft than  the  "racial  sifting"
and  demographic  reorganization  of  the  popula‐
tion within the Reich? Because of the work's con‐
centration on external political uses of völkische
Wissenschaft, it ultimately renders a serious dis‐
service to its users by providing a greatly distort‐
ed picture of the status of völkisch ideas and insti‐
tutions in German society during the Third Reich. 

A second serious flaw in this  volume is  the
paucity  of  discussion  relating  to  the  "hard"  sci‐
ences and their representative individuals and in‐
stitutions.  During the Third Reich,  and even be‐
fore, many medical researchers, geneticists, biolo‐
gists,  and  even  physicists  and  mathematicians
were  notably  engaged  in  the  promotion  of
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völkisch thought  in  their  various  disciplines.  A
few, like Carl Otto Reche and Fritz Lenz, receive
entries,  as does Reche's  Institut für Rassen- und
Völkerkunde der Universität Leipzig. A number of
other  representatives  are  mentioned in  passing.
But such men as the physical anthropologist Eu‐
gen Fischer and the hereditary pathologist Otmar
Freiherr  von  Verschuer,  both  of  whom  were
deeply engaged in the institutionalization of racist
and "hereditary health"  policies,  especially  after
1933, would seem to deserve their own entries in
a reference work like this one, as would the insti‐
tution  that  both  men  eventually  headed:  the
Kaiser  Wilhelm  Institute  for  Anthropology,  Hu‐
man Heredity, and Eugenics. A similar lacuna sur‐
rounds Hans F. K. Günther, perhaps the most im‐
portant German of his time in popularizing ideas
of racial science as a serious scientific discipline.
Günther's  books  sold  in  the  hundreds  of  thou‐
sands in the decade before the Nazi assumption of
power, and thus played a major role in the dis‐
semination of  völkisch thought.  In  his  introduc‐
tion to the work, Paul Weindling, a prominent his‐
torian of German biological studies, provides an
apologia of sorts for this lack. He states that "the
history  of  'race'  as  science,  ideology  and  policy
during the National Socialist  period is  still  a re‐
search  desideratum"  (p.  15).  While  much  work
certainly remains in this field, Weindling's claim
is not convincing. There is no paucity of research
at present relating to race as a science, ideology,
and policy during the Third Reich.[1] 

A last, telling omission in the work is the lack
of entries explaining key völkisch terms. Most no‐
table in this regard is the definition of the word
"völkisch" itself.  An entry describing the history
and  multilayered  meanings  of  this  term  would
have  been  helpful.  Also  missing  are  entries  for
such  concepts  as  "race"  and  "racial  studies"
(Rassenkunde). Racism was, after all, the key com‐
ponent of the Nazis' aggressive, nationalistic ide‐
ology  and  it  is  difficult  to  understand  why  the

work does not concentrate more on this aspect of
völkische Wissenschaft. 

In sum, the work is a valuable resource for
identifying many key völkisch elements in Nation‐
al Socialist Germany, and for understanding cer‐
tain institutions' internal structures and their re‐
lationships with each other, as well as for examin‐
ing  German foreign  policy  objectives.  Neverthe‐
less,  it  is  a  seriously  incomplete  overview  of
völkische Wissenschaft. In the foreword, the edi‐
tors do note that certain fields are "underrepre‐
sented" in this volume and mention that a supple‐
mental volume is foreseen. One hopes that such a
supplemental  volume  will  substantially  redress
this problem. Indeed, one lack in the present vol‐
ume, according to the editors, is in the field of eu‐
genics  (Rassenhygiene).  Their  awareness  of  this
hole is encouraging, as eugenics was a predomi‐
nantly internal policy inextricably bound up with
the hard sciences. But the other two specific fields
mentioned are German studies and art history, ar‐
eas that might draw the prospective volume away
from a greater concentration on the sciences. Ad‐
ditionally, the editors state that the primary goal
of the second volume will be to deal with the post‐
war period.  Despite the significance of  the later
material, one nonetheless hopes that a future vol‐
ume will  provide a more thorough resource re‐
garding völkische Wissenschaft in the Nazi period
itself before moving beyond 1945. 

Note 
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